Abstract: It is well known that after Commodore Matthew Perry arrived to open up Japan in 1853, governments large and small as well as individuals tried to arm themselves with the latest in Western military technology. Less well known is that some people placed renewed emphasis on traditional martial arts and recalled bygone military practices. While offering some examples of a search through antiquity for aid in dealing with the foreign crisis, I focus on spear fighting. What gave spears and other weapons meaning was not their intrinsic quality as potentially deadly items, but their association with culturally specific practices, in particular the prevalence of schools dedicated to propagating their use with rules and secret traditions, practices that given the turmoil wrought by domestic disorder and foreign pressure as well as the political centralization soon to follow now appear increasingly anachronistic. Unlike the other martial arts at this time, both men and women practiced the art of the spear, or in the case of women, the halberd, another type of pole arm. When women of Aizu took their weapons out of the home in defense of their domain, they raised troubling questions regarding the construction of militarized masculinity.
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